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Worth Reading and Studying
At the present time when our young people are
beginning to lay down the foundations of a new Ukrainian-American life, they should also devote some time
to the study of its present structure, in order to better
perceive its strength and weaknesses and thereby better
plan their own building.
Someone might remark here that the new Ukrainian-American life that our' young people are beginning
to create will be so utterly different that 'there is no
necessity for them to study the structure built by their
elders.
Such reasoning is unsound. No matter what form
the youth eventually give to their future group life,
essentially, they will be inspired by the selfsame ideals
which inspired their elders. For as Americans of Ukrainian extraction, they will strive to further adjust themselves to their present environment and at the same
time-answer the call of their heart and continue to aid
their oppressed kinsmen in Ukraine. In other words,
they will continue where their parents are leaving off
today; using, it is safe to say, new plans, new methods,
and new forms. Accordingly, the varied experiences of
their parents will stand them in good stead here.
It is important, therefore, that such a study of what
the older generation has or has not accomplished should
be made. Especially should it concentrate itself upon
an inquiry into the set-up of our organization life:
what constitutes it, what forms has it assumed, what can
be credited to it, what can be charged against it, what
ideologies motivate it, have they anything in common
with another, how have they affected the general Ukrainian-American outlook upon things, arid what is
their future in the hands of the rising generation?
Only through such an inquiry, made honestly and
thoroughly, will our young people gain a clearer orientation in regards the present-day Ukrainian-American situation, and thereby be enabled to improve it.
There will be some, of course, who will depreciate
everything the elders have done. They will even claim
that our parents have really accomplished very little,
that they* have produced no outstanding personalities,
etc., and therefore of what use the inquiry we recommend.
Such persons, we are quite sure, will be but few besides the .many who, before venturing to hand down
such judgment upon their elders, will feel obliged to
make "such an inquiry first. A sense of fairness to both themselves and their predecessors will prompt them to
do this.
Now, h.ow can our young people make such.an inquiry? "What means are open to them? Where will they
get at least a little of the necessary information?
To them_all we highly recommend the Jubilee Book
of the Ukrainian National Association, published in commemoration of the 40th anniversary of this organization's existence. Here within its covers, in both the Ukrainian and English language, our young people will
find an answer to many of their questions. They wyi
find enlightening articles on such topics as the development of the Ukrainian-American social political outlook,
the Ukrainian fraternal organizations, memoirs of early
immigrants, the Ukrainian church and schools in America, our literary and art achievements in America, our
song and theatre here, the Ukrainian cultural changes
on these shores, and a survey of Ukrainian historical
and cultural life from the earliest of times.
1
x Surely, there is enough information in this book
to make the study we recommend possible to every young
and ambitious Ukrainian-American. .
| We urge them, therefore, to obtain a copy of this
book immediately, and then carefully read i t . After they
have" done this, we further urge them to write down
their- impressions of what they read and -send it for
publication on these pages. E matters not p e t t i e r these
impressions are favorable or not. We are interested in

BANQUET HONORING P R O F .
KOSHETZ
To commemorate the fortieth
anniversary of t h e musical career
of Prof. Alexander Koshcti, world
famous Ukrainian choral director,
representatives from various walks
of Ukrainian-American life gather•ed last Sunday evening at a banquet in the Hotel Brevoort, New
York City, and there witnessed
the presentation to him of a Honorary Degree of a Doctor of Philosophy from the Ukrainian Free
University in Prague, and also a
check as a gift from his many
friends.
Following the presentation by
Very Rev. Peter Poniatyshyn of the
honorary doctorate to him, which
was preceded by eulogies of him
delivered by many of those present,
Prof. Koshetz arose and simply
but fervently expressed his appreciation of the honor done him
and a t the same time revealed
what throughout his entire lifetime he endeavored to dp for Ukrainian music and art. He was
especially happy to see the day,
he said, when a r t has at last
been placed I on an equal plane
with science by the Ukrainian people.
Hitherto (here, he smiled
ruefully) only men of science were
regarded as great by our people,
while artists and musicians were |
looked upon as just "good fellows"- who were capable of some
accomplishment
and no - more.
With the granting to him of t f e
h o n o r a r y degree by the Ukrainian .
Free University, it is evident that
this attitude towards artists is a
thing of the past, he said; it being recognized that a r t and science
have a great deal in common.
Praising Prof. Koshetz' services
to the Ukrainian people, Dr. Luke
Myshuha struck the keynote of his
career when he characterized him
with the words once uttered by
F r a n k o : "Let my name perish, but
let the Ukrainian people live and
^progress." The s p e a k e r
also
dwelt upon the need of giving
Prof. Koshetz further opportunities too make known the beautiful Ukrainian Song, and to take '
advantage of the coming New
York's World Fair for this purpose.
•
Dr. Arthur P. Coleman, of Columbia University, revealed that
he had often attended lectures a t
the Ukrainian Free University in
Prague, and emphasized that no
one of the Slavonic race has done
more for Slavonic culture in
America than Prof.. Koshetz with .
his Ukrainian choruses.
Rhys Davies, member of the
British Parliament, said that it
takes a Welshman to really appreciate Ukrainian songs, for the
Welsh and the Ukrainian have
a great deal in common.
Very Rev. Ph. Tarnavsky, speaking from a personal experience, told
of how the coming of Prof. Koshetz to America
gave new
life and hope to those who were

VOL. V
WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT THE
U.N.A. JUBILEE BOOK
"Please
accept
my
sincere
thanks for such a fine gift—-the
Jubilee Book of the Ukrainian
National Association. By it the
U. N. A. h a s created an indestructible, monument to both itself and the Ukrainian-American
culture.
"DR. ALEXANDER KOLESSA"
(Rector of the Ukrainian F r e e
University in Prague, and Profeasor of Carl University.) ,

beginning to fear the Ukrainian
culture here was growing defunct.
Others who 'spoke in a similar
vein were V; Lototsky, Prof. R.
Prydatkevich, Dr. S. Demydchuk",
Mrs. L. Bezruchko, Mrs. Maria
Skubova (both women were responsible for the beautiful Ukrainian embroidery work on the allium presented to Prof. Koshetz)
and several others.
Speaking in the name of the
younger generation Michael Piznak
and Stephen Jarema both in effect
expressed their appreciation of
what Prof. Koshetz had done for
the Ukrainian-American youth in
disclosing to them the beauty of
the Ukrainian song.
• All the speakers were introduced by Dr. Longin Cohelsky,
who acted as Toastmaster. wri
In presenting the gift to Prof.
Koshetz, Mr. Thaodosius Kaskiw,
Chairman ,of.. the Committee in
charge of the banquet and the
raising of the fund for t h e gift,
reviewed some of the achievements
of the United Ukrainian Choruses
(Newark, New York, Jersey City,
Yonkers, Bayonne, Brooklyn, and
Passaic), beginning with their
first triumph under Michael Hayvoronsky, and /continuing with
their l a t e r triumphs at the Town
Hatl and Carnegie Hall in New
York City under the baton of
Koshetz.
He especially thanked
the singers of this mass chorus
and their local directors for their
labor and self-sacrifices.
Helping to enliven the banquet
program, Peter Ordynsky, bari'tone, and Maria Gela, soprano,
sang several well-chosen solo selections, accompanied on the piano by
Stember.
Various telegraphed greetings
were read, including one from the
Metropolitan
Ukrainian
Young
People's Chorus, which bad appeared a t the Fifth Ukrainian
Youth Congress in Cleveland last
Labor b a y weekend.
f
The banquef" came to a -close
with the singing of "Mnohaya
Lita" for Prof.^Koshetz, and then
the Ukrainian National Hymn.
JOIN

YOUR LOCAL BRANCH
of t h e
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

having them, as only through a frank exchange of
thoughts and opinions can the Ukrainian-American youth
get anywheres. "*
,
Especially do we demand this of those young Ukrainian-Americans who are assuming leadership-of our youth
today.

ІЙ.*" ^^T^'aJPe
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stenographic notebook -directly in
the stenographer's line of vision.
A guide which underscores the -.
jCSe?'
characters being transcribed is
moved from line to line by the
FIEST LADY CHIDES ELDERS | bassador to the United States,
gentle * pressure of a small lever
Described by Mayor La Guardia declared that nations of the world
near the keyboard. When the bottom
as "one1 of the greatest authorities live today in a period of tension
of the sheet is reached, the leaf
on the youth of America," Mrs. and unrest which, barring times of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, speaking, in 1 great catastrophies, baa no equal ' is mechanically folded backward
and the guide continues underscor
New York City last Monday be iff our history.,
ing, the lines on the succeeding'
"Treaties freely arrived at and
fore the Women's League for
page.
Palestine, offered some sound ad solemnly signed," he continued,
What should be invented next is
vice to the older generation when "are being discarded without even
a gadget for automatically writ
she declared/ that if the elders the formality of denunciation. The
ing and reading the stenographer's
are going to help solve the prob rights and liberties of otfters are
notes for her. .
lems of youth they must first face ruthlessly invaded."
Was be .referring to his own
their .own shortcomings and then
A FOREGONE CONCLUSION
country's discardment of the Mi
deal honestly with youth.
Walter Duranty, Moscow cor
, ^!*I think that, we .make a very norities Treaty and its mistreat
respondent of The New York
ment
and
oppression
of
the
U. serious mistake in education when
Times, writes in a recent dispatch
we are terrified the minute any? krainlans?
that everything indicates that for
thing is mentioned that we think A BOON TO STENOGRAPHERS
the next two months the whole of
might be a dangerous doctrine,"
The lot of the overworked
the Soviet Union will be stood on
, she said. "It would be much bet stenographers is gradually grow
its head by an unparalleled orgy of
ter for youth to discuss any/ques ing better if the recently-invented
electioneering, and that on Decem
tion in the world today with older gadget now ой display at the Na
ber 12 close to 100,000,000 voters
| people so that they can have two tional Business Show in Comwill go to the polls to elect the
points of view^'jyjv
" merce Hall of New York's Port Supreme Soviet (the Congress,
That is exactly what we U- Authority Building is any indi
composed of the .Soviet of the
krainian-Americans need in our cation.
Union with 669 members and the.
own, group life—more mutual un
No longer will the stenographer
SovieC of Nationalities 'with 574
derstanding. It can only be gain- have to overexert herself in turn
members).
> ed, however, by a willingness to ing the leaves of her note book
Personally we think that some
listen to the other person's view while transcribing shorthand into
one should take pity on these poor
point
typewriting. This back breaking
100,000,000 voters" and write to
labor will now. be of the 'past;
them telling them not get too ex
DID HE MEAN POLAND?
provided, of course, that her boss
cited over the "elections"—for
Speaking in Washington at a buys her this labor-saving gadget.
they are already* in the bag.
banquet commemorating Pulaski
The gadget or device consists
In a country where there is no
Day, Jerzy Potocki, Polish Am of a vertical rack which holds the
legal opposition or choice between
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Yesterday, we had'sort of a halfengagement"
"How did this happen, mother?"
asked Somko, turning to Lesya's

(CHORNA RADA)
By PANTELEYMON KULISH
.^(Translated by S. S.)
гАії.і

.

'Hfrv'r '

' "So what if they, are threaten
ing to hold a Black Council!" ex
claimed Hetman Somko. "Juab as
soon as the Czar's boyars leave,
my cannon will take cafe of any
such attempt! I'll make pulp out
of these mutinous ZaporozMans",
drive their would-be leader back
to herding swine, and show the
fools who is Hetman here!"
Shram pondered for a moment,
and then said: "Your words cause
my soul to revive like a flayer.
covered with God's dew. What
worries me yet, however, is that
Tmfee Zaporozhian scoundrels are
stirring trouble among the city
f and village populace against the
settlement -Kozake."

mother.

(12)

bulawa! Just- as soon as I get
rid of .these Czarist boyars, I'll go
after that Tetera and bring him
to" his BBUiMS. I'll chase that
pseudo-Pole out of Ukraine, drive
pack the Poles to the very Slutch
liver; and hoIdtagTnands • with
Moscow throw out anyone who
dares to encroach upon our Ukrainian territories!"
\ц
Shram's face glowed at these
words.
"O mighty God! О merciful
God!" he exclaimed, stretching
his hands towards the holy pic
tures, "help him in this noble
task!"
>";
. "Enough of this talk about pub
lic matters," Said Somko. "Let us
"Гт fully aware of that," said now turn to the privates ones.
Somko, "and to tell you the Methlnks it is ill for a man to
truths it worries me very little. live alone. A Hetman must have a
I think it will do our settlement wife. So I take this opportunity
Kozaks some good, for they are of informing all of you that
becoming entirely too spoiled. sometime ago I and Mrs. Chere'Only we are of any account while van came to an understanding in
the rest are nothing but dust! Let regards her daughter, Lesya. She
the populace feed us, for that is is to marry me. And therefore,
our due, while we do our Kozak dear father and mother, give us
task—breaking tavern window now your blessings."
panes and glasses!' That seems to
With these words to her par
express their attitude. Tolerate
this attitude, and soon you will ents, Somko took Lesya by the
.•учг* see that they will bring the ways : hand and both bowed before
oT nobility back into Ukraine, and them.
"God bless you, my children,"
stir up strife again.. It's about
time, I think, that we really learn said Mrs. Cherevan.
"'* ed the lesson Poland taught us,
Cherevan, however, appeared to
••ML,
that peace and happiness cannot have some difficulty in saying any
exist in the land where truth and thing. He appeared to be dumb
justice do not reign. Let every struck. Only one word escaped
Ж
т а в get U s just dues I say, him, "Bwother," and that was all.
Shram glanced- at Petro, and
whether he be a city-dweller, vil
lager, peasant* or Kozak; only saw him standing by the window,
then will Ukraine have freedom, pale as chalk. Perhaps a wave of
peace, and prosperity."
sympathy for his son surged
through him, but he was not the
These words 80 gladdened kind of. a father to show such
Shram that he embraced and feelings.
kissed the Hetman.
"Why don't you bless us, fath
May God gram," he said "that
of Cherevan.
your sentiments become the senti- er?" asked Somko
1
ta of every good man in our i. .^BwotherJ* ' replied the-latter.
"It would indeed be a high
^ЩеШГ
"And may God also grant." honor to marry my daughter off
added Somko, "that both banks to a Hetman, but she no longer is
of the Dnieper recognize but one J ours. She now belongs to Shram.

Ш

.L^tffe"&fZ. • .ГЧ.

She-was about to reply some
thing, when Shram motioned her
to stop, and said: "Everything is
alright here^ your highness. Yes
terday' I acted as matchmaker
for my son Petro, but' I did not?
know of your previous arrange
ment. So therefore I would now
rather put my son into a'monas
tery than permit him to stand in
your way. May God bless you
both, and don't worry about us,
we shall find a maiden for Petro
yet. Such fair flowers, they say,
are plentiful in this world."
"Well, then, act as my father
here, and bless us together with
Lesya's parents," said Somko.
Shram took his position along
side Cherevan, and while the now
engaged couple bowed before them
they blessed them.
> Suddenly outside . t h e window
the cry of an owlg was heard:
"Poo-boo! Poo-hoo!"
Somko smiled. "That is our
Kyrylo Tor." And he replied in
kind.
<
"I don't know what prompts
you to have anything to do with
these steppe owls. A settlement
Kozak must beware of "them," said
Shram.
"You're right, father," answer
ed Somko. "Many of them have
become ne'er'do'wells since the
death of father Khmelnitsky, yet
among them there are still plenty
of good fellows. Like this Kyrylo
Tur, for example. Many a time
he was of great aid to me. He's
a good fighter and fine man, even
though he may appear to be lazy
and wild at times. For that mat
ter, most all of these Zaporozhians
are somewhat wild."
"The devil take their carefreeness."
said Shram."For them everything
is a joke! Even Khmelnitsky him
self used to get angry at times
against them because of this."
"Yet you cannot say, father,
that there are not good men
among themA«tfi«a»»".
«J*
"It would be a sin for me to
say such a thing," replied Shram.
"I well remember the time when I
was in a real tight spot, when it
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different parties, the results of
any kind of elections are a fore
gone conclusion. So much so that
we will tell you now who will win.
Joseph Stalin and his henchmen,
of course! * \ \
"FREE PRESS OP THE SOVH3T
.UNION"'.
"The Soviet press was born
free and remains free. Freedom of
the- press in my country is not a
mere proclamation of a principle.
It is a reality. Not only is the
freedom of .the press one of the
democratic liberties guaranteed by
the Stalinist constitution, but this
same fundamental law guarantees
to the press all material means
for the enjoyment .of this free
dom."
These are the actual words we.
heard spoken by Con tan tine A.
Oumansky, Charge d'Affaires of
the Soviet Embassy at Washing
ton, before the annual Forum on
Current Problems held last week
under the auspices of the New
York Herald Tribuqe, in the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria.
We felt sorry for Mr. Ouman
sky. He. tried hard to sound
convincing. But he '.could have
just, a s ' well told his listeners
that black is white. = The effect
would have been the-same. For
his words about the '"free press
of the Soviet Union" were met
on the part of the vast audience
with a polite but unmistakable
titter.
looked that I was bound to lose
my head for sure. r I was sur- . (
rounded on all sides by the Poles.'
There were only four of us left
My horse was killed beneath me,
and I defended myself on foot
against the horsemen. And they, j
the rascals, were_ trying to .-take]
me alive, -in order to do to me \
what they, did tor Naleyayko and; :
the other poor fellows. Suddenly,'
out of nowheres it seemed, ra. ,
band of Zaporozhians appeared:'
'Poo-hoo! Poo-hoo!' The Poles. .
fled like frightened bens, and there
was a full hundred of .them. I
looked around, and there was
hardly ten Zaporozhians in all."
"Oh, yes, they are fine and
knightly warriors!" said Somko.
"Better say, spa, that they used *
to be such fine and knightly war
riors; for they have changed, and
now they spend all their time
down in the Sitch: all the fine
seed was sowed In-the wars, and
what! is left in the basket is noth
ing else than chaff!"
"Humph!" scoffed Kyrylo T » ,
suddenly appearing in the door.
Stepping inside,; without taking
off his peaked hat, he took hold of
his sides and gazed impudently at
Shram.
The tetter's temper flashed.
"What do уші-mean by that?"
he demanded, stepping up to him.
"Humph! reverend-father," the
other replied, winding his'mous
tache over his left ear, in a man- .
ner to show Shram that he did
not fear him in the least
"You say Zaporozhians have
changed?" he continued in a scofftag tone. "Haven't you ever heard
that song: 'Rivers from the world
over all flow into Black Sea." As
long as the waters of the Black
Sea do not change, as long as the
sun shines on this earth, so long
the Zaporozhians will never change
from the knightly warriors that
they are; Prom all corners of
this earth they have assembled
at the Sitch, like eagjes on some .
Inaccessible crag J.. Just ;as an ex- -.
ample, look at my.-cdmiade here \
"behind me..'. but that's beside the
point Salutations," sire Hetman
(and now be .tookj off bis. bat).
Salutations to you ladies and
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strings, although of recent times
there, have appeared some with as
manyms
35 strings and even more,
1
(1)
Yet when it first appeared in UThat is the question. Sbo
kraine it had only three strings.
"It I were to wage a fight
The Kobza is not unfamiliar to
the UYL-NA be so in name only
Closely associated with the
against the Ukrainian Movement, OUr young Ukrainian-Americana.
shall it be so in fact'-Shajf
term Kobza is Bandura, and de- or
I would command that all kobzas Although very few of them 'have
it continue with its elastic abV
spite a contrary impression prebo collected,- piled into one big ever actually heard or even Men
herence to the principles ' and
valent among our youth, the two policies set forth by the first con*'
heap, and then burned to cinders." one, yet pictures of bne, usually in
terms
apply
to
the
one
and
same
the
hands
of
its
player,
the
Kobgress?
Such, were the words publicly
The fifth congress of the UYLuttered by the well known Ukrain zar, are quite familiar to them. -instrument. Originally, it is said,
they
were
different.
Alexander
NA has filled its pages of the Mar
ian authoress, Olena Pchilka (.1849- One such picture we reprint in
Rigelman,
a
Ukrainian
historian
tory of the Ukrainian youth in
1930), and mother of Lesya Ukrain- connection with, this article, qgjp^
of German extraction (1720-89),
America and with its passing one
ka. They help to indicate what, an.
In appearance, the Kobza re-' wrote that the Bandura was playsaw many errors of omission and
important role this instrument has sembles the mandolin. In fact, . ed in towns and cities, while the
commission of the past gatherings
played in keeping alive the na the two instruments are . quite
corrected, but others, even after
Kobza was played in the villages.
tional sentiments of the Ukrainian closely related. Its sounding body
Their respective origins, too, are -five years, were again ' repeated.'
people, as expressed in their poig is hewn out of willow or щуріф said to bave been different. In Two, _ which have remained with
us, are, the laxity with which
nant folk-songs.
wood. Ordinarily, it has 20 to 30 regards the Kobza, it has been
the membership is permitted • I
claimed by some that it originregister' at the congress and .t
ated in Asia and that already durlooseness with which the °jne:
ing the 12th century it was po- berahip is bound in the struetuj
pular among the Polovchi, a noof „the league. Article YI»- Se
3D* of the Constitution of tlj >
madic tribe then occupying souths
eastern Ukraine and constantly [UYic'NA states, "Only delegate ij
of a club or organization in goo 1
warring with the U k r a i n i a n
sledding shall be entitled to -vote,'
.princes, including Prince. Dior,
and VI-ггЗС states "Each defegat*
central figure of the famed poem shall
have .the written authoriza
"Song's of Ihor's Expedition." ' tion of. the . club or organization
From the Polovchi this instrube or she represents."' Five yearsVJ
ment passed on to the'' Tartars,
have passed and there is yet t&ij
and from the latter it was transbe presented at the time of r$>y
- gistration a verification of the poW$
mitted to the Ukrainians
era of a delegate of all those who
As for the Bandura, it is claim- assumed such powers. HeretofbrJjgL
any person'could present himself |
ed- by some to have originated
among ф"е - Arabs and the Per at the registration -'desk of thecongress and declare himself ад
sians, and then entered Ukraine
d legate of a group' which for aflby way of Greece. Another ver
W3
never existed. There waspj
sion places the origin of the Ваш no ' know
substantial record utilized hi
dura in England, during the 16th the check of the organizations^ in
century, from where it passed to
good standing. A group which
Spain,' where it probably was paid its dues learned from its dele»
gentlemen! And salutations to capture such a charger.' But to
known as bandurna, then to Italy gates that more than half of the
you, Coloner Shram! Now tell my question their leader, said,
(pandura), then to Poland, and' represented organizations failed to
me, :dear..colonel, how did you That's something we can't say.
finally to Ukraine, where as a pay its dues but had sent dele-!
get back_to camp without a Mount him andride"~yourway, more finished instrument it at- gates to the congress who re
horse?"
' tracted more attention than' else ceived equal rights and privileges.
. before the Poles return.' "
where. Here, because of its close That first group lost its respect
"You Herod!" exclaimed Shram,
"That was a good answer," said
the league-and came to the]
resemblance to Kobza, it became •for
his white eyebrows pulling down Kyrylo. "Our lads do not crow
conclusion — why pay ? RefоrmS
identified and then, merged with •are hi order if we are to reali
heavily. "If we were some other When they lay an- egg. But1 this
the latter. There is no doubt,
place I would teach you how to is how it- happened. Our boys
a solid frqut of the Ukraihi
however, that the Kobza appeared
respect- me!"
pursuing
the'fleeing
Poles'
quickly
youth to America; if improbable,
1
;"ЙЗГ that, ' replied Kyrylo, *^yon -overtook them. When the latter saw 'lit Ukraine much' earlier. This is -then at least a strong and forti
fied UYL-NA.
ЩШШкж
borne out, for example, by the
mean exactly the same as if you how few' Kozaks there were, they
To do away with the aforemen
actually .{toned out your sword turned to-give battle. Before-they- Polish historian of the 16th cen
tioned ills, I suggest a committee
tury, Papjotsky, | who wrote that
and said to me, 'What do you say, could raise their muskets to shoot,
the "Kozaks . performed various be formed whose sole duty will be
Kyrylo, let's measure our swords however, the Kozak ataman aimed
verify before the time of the
feats, firing from muskets, singing, to
and see which one is longer." I and shot .their captain straight
congress the expected delegation.*
and playing on the kobza,"
give you my Kozak word, Colonel between the eyes. His men broke
Each individual organization should.
Shram, that I would give my silk and fled. I grabbed hold of the
The above, it is to be remem be contacted well in advance and
silk belt for such an honor! But horse... what I mean the ataman
a list compiled of the groups
bered, are but versions. Of late,
that's impossible! You can cut grabbed hold of the horse!..."
which intend to send delegates,
the conviction is growing that the
and. if possible their names and
me in two, from my forelock: to
"What is this, anyway?"" ex
Kobza has been a native instru
the names of the alternates. This
і the seat of my pants, but I won't claimed Shram, rubbing his eyes.
ment of Ukraine from the earliest
list is then to be checked by the
raise my hand against your "Why, .you are the ataman him
of times. As one proof of this,
treasurer to" determine which-:
honorable scars and your priestly self!"
Khotkevich (engineer and'author
group is not in good standing
vestments."
The Zaporozhian roared with
of several Works on this subject;
and a notice to that effect sent toThe Zaporozhian certainly knew laughter.
died 1877.) points out that early such groups. The committee will
how *° P u t it. Shram quickly . "So, Colonel,".he said, "that's
аи»Ц«д . travelers jBisjittened the then Work, with the registration
committee at the congress in
recovered his self-possession.
- v the way you treat an old com
presence of'this instrument among
—"What then, you sting-bee,"' he rade."
the Ukrainians; Yet whether it vfryVfag the arrival of the dele
asked,' "do you want of me?"
originated among them or not, gates. Those" representing organ
• "Forgive me, brother," said
not in good standing
that is not yet settled. Never izations
"Very little, just tell me how Shram, embracing Kyrylo. "The
should be denied the status of
theless, the fact remains that for delegates and permitted to take',
you managed to get back to your Poles must have knocked all my
memory out of me with their' centuries it has been the national part in the - congress only as •
encampment without a horse?"
instrument of the Ukrainian peo
'Tchfu! you satan!" said Shram, swords."
guests. The working details of
smiling. "I'll tell you, only don't
- "Say, it's about time we sat - ple, ever reminding them of their the suggestion are left to the
executive
board.
ancient glories, of their undying
get me angry any more. The behind this table," Somko inter
struggle for freedom and independ
Poles, as I said before,'fled at the rupted the two, "and had some
ence, and of their famous men
coming of these ten Zaporozhians. thing to eat and drink."
-From all indications, the execu
end warriors; Morozenko, Sahaytive board, Which, began function^
The ataman of my rescuers no
"That's certainly a good idea,"
tog actively immediately after its
dachny, Khmelnitsky, and others.
ticed that I did not have a horse. added Che re van. "I'm so hungry
' How highly the Kobza has been election, is already considering
'What you do say brothers,* he that- I'm even unable to rejoice regarded by the .Ukrainians, can such changes. In that case, may
called out to his companions, when called to eat.
he gleaned from the . fact that this serve as an advance notice,
'let's get him a horse.' And the
"Can my comrade, Bohdan Chorwith the cooperation of
group of them went chasing after nohor, sit down with us too?" ask-. Taras Shevehenko called his first and
groups a smoother functlo:
collection* of poems "КОЬ?АГ."
the hundred Poles."
ed Kyrylo, turning . to the Hetcongress will be achieved.
while Panteleymon Kulish, author
man.
"Did they get the horse."
'ffpDHN ^JSOSBIJfca
of
the
story
translated
on
these
"Why, of course. I know that.
"Sure they' did. And were we
Sec of the UYL-NA.
pages, turned to it with the fol
surprised. For although their he handles-his word better than
lowing plea:
horses were pretty worn out, yet Ьів tongue."
. MEW YORK CITY
the horse they captured for me
''Don't wonder that he is silent,
HALLOWEEN DANCE and PARTY
„Кобзо, ти наша відрада єдина,
was a splendid mount, and as sire Hetman, for he comes from
Поки прокинеться сонна країна,
sponsored by the Ukrainian Сітіс
fresh as could be. We wondered the Black Mountain, and therefore
Поки діждеться своєї весни, —
Center, Saturday, October 30lh, 1937
Ти нам- по хатах убогих дзвони!
how did they do it.
can't speak our language good
at the International Institute, 3 41 E.
Стиха
дзвони....
17th St eet. New York City. Admis
"Ah, well," broke > in Kyryrlo, yet. But he is a- fine warrior, fine
Левні пригоди ти нам спомяни.:
sion 25* pins tax of one fruit. Re
bis eyes dancing, yet his ex- indeed! Kyrylo Tur is perhaps the
Хай братнє серце до серця озветься,
freshments, good music, games, fun.
. Agression very serious, "you know only, one who is equal to him.
Як на бандурі струна до струни!"
.Come; in costume, ginghams and over
- these Zaporozhians. Sometimes That's why I like nobody better
alls.
одедгагіЗЯ
and him,"
; they know even bow to use the than myself
* flBW YORK CITYi
To
1
CLEVELAND OHIO. ••
•і .«ec " ** continued^
? devil himself for their ends. '
SIXTH'ANNUAL DANCE sponsoreo
•'-' MASQUERADE DANCE 4ponso t&
by the Ukrainian Сітіс Center, Satur
"That was my thought too,"
by
the
X.U.N.
16 8, Satvrday, October
day, November 13, 1937, at the Hot*'
said Shram, "that they could not
І0, 1937 — 8:30 P.M. to ? ? ? ? it
Man is nature's sole mistake. —
Brevoort. Sth Ave. & «th c »r«f£i»;
have got this horse without the W.J5. Gilbert^
the Ul«r tnian National Home, 22 5 5 W.
8:30 P.M. — Admitaion 11.00. F<v
aid of some evil power. So I asked
a gay,-evening full of (»n be sur- t- ІіЧЙі Street- — ' .Door/ prizes. —JPHB
The cheerful loser Is a winne.-. —
229 • І for- all. — Alu*te b y - l i e Салг altar*.
them, 'How did you manage to filbert Hubbard.
come. — (Dress optional).
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YOUNG У ARTIST* EXHIBIT
At the recent convention of
Standing at my counter
the U.Y.L. of N. A. in Cleveland,
I watch people pass me by
an artists meeting was called
As is often necessary in the
As they walk into the dime store
leaders to mbve the youth mass.
where various plans were dis
affairs of nations and groups of
To look around and buy.
True, we had local clubs scatter
cussed dealing with their contem
organized individuals, it is of vital
ed throughout America bounded
plated organization. Those present
Some stroll in at leisure
importance that at this time our
either a s adjuncts to religious or
were John Mudreyko, Jr., Mafia
And simply roam around;
Ukrainian youth should survey its
ganizations (churches), or upon
Nahirna, Peter Zaharchruk, Dr.
Looking, touching then exclaiming
progress, take inventory, that we
the more or less common "ath
and Mrs. Elias Wachna, Dr. Ste
At the things they've found.
might better know along what
letic club" plan. Repeated urging
phen W. Kozelko, Orest Pankiw,
roads we had travelled, what posi
t h a t , youth, organize into some
Steven
Herman, Leon Eugene
But
you
should
see
the
people
tion we occupy today and what
form of organization based on de
Mazur, and Lodiak Shomerdiak.
That
come
rushing
in
—
•
plans to m a k e for the future.
finite ideals and principles went
Flying down the aisles
It was proposed and enthusias
Such_ an analysis would • be time r unheeded.
As for the home-stretch win!
tically accepted at this meeting
ly and of a • great ч aid in correct
It is a matter of contemporary
that these young artists cooperate
ing possibly undesirable tendencies
Young and old of every size
history that finally the Ukrainian
in exhibiting their work. Sorry to
manifested by our youth a t this National Association, the fore
Keep strutting in all day.
say—our youth was not impressed
stage oi its group life as, also-, most representative Ukrainian in
Spending money і right and left
by the Exhibit in Cleveland. Hard
in endorsing t h e ' commendable
stitution in America, gave to" the
This ансі that and every way.
as the artists worked, to acquire
traits and methods by which
youth the implements for achiev
the space, the time and some
youth is governed. Almost half a
Heaving, sweating, sighing,
ing organization. Its thirty thou
traveling long distance with their
decade has passed since ~youth
Loaded to the top,
sand member.;, parents of the
work—no recognition was given
first began to respond to the urg
And smiling to me at the door
youth it sought to organize, gave
them—not one word of thanks or
ing of the older generation that
They finally leave the. shop.
to them what was most necessary,
appreciation. Yet the Mayor of
they organize to carry on the a press organ "Ukrainian Weekly"
MARY S A R A B U N .
Cleveland, his wife and the direc
work begun by Ukrainian pioneers and a competent salaried youth
tor of the Art Museum, were so
on American soil. What were the
editor, all this at great expense
absorbed and so interested, exam
objectives then? What are the and for a primarily idealistic pur
The rays of happiness, like those
ining each display at the exhibi
achievements today? What is the pose. And thus, -with the gen
of light, are colorless when unbroken.
tion, that the Mayor wished to
outlook for the future?
— II. W. Longfellow.
,
erous aid of the organized older
meet the artists! Discussion then
While
we
are
postponing,
slile
generation, youth began to deli
followed to persuade and -encourTwo Trends
speeds by. — Seneca.
berate on policies, principles and
age the talent among our Ukrain
This article does not contem
organization. The fanfare of the
ians, and the Mayor urged raising
plate an exhaustive history of
Chicago World Fair added to the
funds for scholarships to the
youth organization but will con
dramatic birth of the Ukrainian
life in America: the UNA and its
deserving. The exhibitors were:—
cern itself with the - development
Youth's League of North America.
youth organ "Ukrainian Weekly."
John Mudrpyko, 101 N. 5th- St.,
of two trends of thought within
And the League grew until it be
In the October 16, 1937 issue of
Niles, Michigan; Maria Nahirna,
the youth movement and in rela
came the acknowledged represen
"Ukrainian Weekly" we read a
1911 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.;
tion to the older generation which
tative organization of Ukrainian
letter to t h e editor written by Mr.
Peter Zaharchuk, 130 So. 17th St., >
undoubtedly now exist among our
youth in America. . Additional
Alexander Yaremko in which he
Phila., Pa.; Helen Kruk, 5540 Cal
youth and which will basically in leagues also appealed, founded
attacks the UNA and "Ukrain
houn St., Dearborn, Michigan; Dr.
fluence our future organizational
primarily on sectarian principles.
ian Weekly" charging- the latter
Stephen W. Kozelko, 3658 Cliplife.
The, necessity for, or justification
with partisinship in the matters
pert St., Detroit, Mich.; Leon Eu
1. Cooperative
Group: — One of, this later type of league I will
of youth and the former with
gene Mazur, 184 Royce Ave., To
part of our youth acknowledges
not discuss. Suffice it to say it
"propagandising" its interests. He
ronto*, Canada.
the social, economic and national
was created to isolate groups of
by inference alleges that the sup
We hope to have a bigger and
accomplishments of, representative youth on the basis of religious af
port of ODWU is a display of
better exhibit at the next conven
secular first generation organizafiliation.
In this metamorphosis
partiality detrimental to youth,
tion in Pittsburgh, which will in
tione.
It accepts, in part a t
of the youth body from not
that youth would be better served
clude photography,
needlework,
least, the ideals and form of first
enough to perhaps "too much" or
by a fine impartiality toward friend
costumes,
woodcarving,
etc.,—
generation life. It works for the
ganization, it can safely be said
and foe alike. He represents that
showcases
for
which
have
already
realization of the hope that youth
that the UYL-NA was a selfpart of our youth which could be
been promised. Artists who are
shall participate in and eventual governing democratic
organiza
classed in the non-cooperative
unable to attend should have a
ly take over the established Ution guided by its leaders and sub
group, which rejects all that is
krainian organizations. It sees in
ject to the will of the organized
touched by the influence of the delegate bring some examples of
their work. Those who will be
these organizations the means for
youth. The only influence that
older generation and which con
unable to exhibit due to the ar
i t s future national life in Amer
t h e / UNA exerted, judging from
jures up imaginary battles to the
ticle being fragile, out of, reach,
ica. .
,
• ;
the results, was to seek to incul
death wagod by the older gener
too large to transport, such as *
2. "Independent" G r o u p : — T h e cate in League members, as in all
ation upon the youth. "Weekly is
sculpture, murals, or stage scenery,
other part of our youth derogates Ukrainian youth, love for Ukraine
now a partisan paper and is deare requested to submit photo
and devotion to its cause. This
the achievements of the older gen
terminately (determinedly) out to
•J
graphs of such work. it had right to do not by virtue ; preserve its falling prestige. 'Stop
eration. It renounces the ideals
of its donation to the youth cause, ) the Chronicle' is the subtle UNA
as political, un-American or plain
MARIA NAHIRNA.
but by mandate of the greater or | cry" writes Mr. Yaremko.
business. Organization leaders are
ganized Ukrainian life in America.
accused of ulterior motives and of
NEWARK STRILTCI WIN
Of course this group in its at
Devotion to the Ukrainian cause
seeking
autocratic
control of
The Ukrainian Sitchovi Striltci
tacks
on
UNA
as
sponsor,
or
UYLtranscends "political" considera
youth.
of Newark beat the Ukrainian So- >
NA or the youth organ "Ukrain
tions, and thus, while the League
This group wants no heritage; it
ian Weekly" avails itself of such «ial Club of Elizabeth, Sunday,
held itself aloof from petty "poliwants to blaze a new "free" trail
October 10, by the score of 39-33.
means as misconstruction of edit
scorning all that belongs to the .tics," it was in no sense coldly
It was the first victory in as many
orials, imaginary grievances about
impartial to all who meddled in Upast. It seeks to found its own
withheld "favorable publicity" etc. starts for the Strilci this season.
krainian matters.
Being an or
"independent" press, its~Own "in
At the end of the 1st half the
.
A Veritable Epidemic
ganization of maturing youth ac
dependent"
organizations.
Its
There seems to be a veritable Strilci led by 29-16. Zuk with 10,
quiring national
character,
it
greatest wish is to be regarded as
Kolsky 13 and Sokolsky 6 were
epidemic of attacks by part .of
could differentiate between good
unbiased and impartial toward all
the Strilci high scorers with grand
the youth upon organizations ac
factions and questions involved and bad—accepting the former
cepted by reasoning and conscien
defence work by Dalo and Prozek.
and emphatically rejecting the
in Ukrainian life.
tious supporters of the Ukrainian
Any team wishing games write
When two such attitudes are latter.
national cause. This tendency
to Sam Sosnicky, Mgri" 541 So.
brought into play, a conflict arises^
portends danger to our future
11th St., Newark, N. J.
which might well rend our youth
The "Ukrainian Weekly"
youth development; not alone that,
ranks and impair or destroy bene
but
it
,forbodes
ultimate
failure
in
The "Ukrainian Weekly" though
Philosophy is common sense in a
fits already acquired. The ques
the realization of freedom for Udress suit. -— Oliver S. Braston.
tion is primarily of practical na not the official organ of the
krnine. This trend undertakes to
League,
served
it
zealously,
for
in
Back in the depression -я fellowture involving choice of policy
build in belligerent competition to
serving the League it was serv
could live on what he got,--;even if
which will best benefit organized
and
not
in
cooperation
with
al
he didn't get it. — H. I. Ptiillips.
youth, and is not the old academic ing the greater organized Ukrain
ready existing time-proven na
«i і
•
і
•—
ian youth of America. Its work is
argument about culture, assimila
tional
organizations.
Accusations
a
matter
of
record
and
if
the
%
*
NEWARK,
N.
J.
tion, etc. To put it plainly, by
without basis, the fomenting of
older generation did ' have influ
FIRST ANNUAL DANCE sponsored
one of the above methods youth
ill-will toward the old organiza
by the Dr. Yankowicz American-Ukrawill effect material and moral gain. ence on this department, then it
tions
is
not
constructive
work;
it
was manifestly beneficial interest;
ininn Youth Club on Saturday, Oct.
It will acquire both the practical
is ruinoos labor.
for the youth- organ had well23, 1937 at the Sitch Hall, 2ГМ
necessities to continue a nationally
Perhaps this part of our youth
defined principles and ideals and
Springfield Ave.,. Newark, N. J. —
organized life and the moral uplift
is convinced of its sincerity and Admission 40 ( — Continuous danc
adhered rigorously to them. It
And ideals that are indispensable
ing to two bands. Door Prize. Waltz
believes
it
is
working
to
correct
. if it is to be of service to the did not overstep bounds in .ad
Contest.
t"
an evil. However, it should con
land of its descent—Ukraine. By vocating any particular policies Or
sider the practical and inevitable
plans, on the other hand it was
the other method youth will add
NEW YORK CITY:
results of ita campaign to sup
its weight to further dissension, to not smugly impartial to all at
FIRST DANCE sponsored by the
plant the old with the new: the
tempts to bewilder and mislead
destroy solidarity, to cast accusa
Mrmbtr's Council of the International.
retarding of our progress, the de
our youth. 1 have - in mind re
tions against long-established and
Institute, Saturday, November 6, 1937
struction of hope for a united
ference to the not uncommon
valuable Ukrainian institutions in
at the Hotel Pennsylvania, 7th Ave.,
youth to carry on our • national
seeking to-- set up its miniature sight of an article propounding
& 33rd Street at 8:00 P.M. Admis
ideals. Our older generation suf
perhaps radical, view published in
"independent, unbiased" structures
sion $1.00. •— (Dress optional). All
fered
because
self-appointed
crusthe
"Weekly"
and
'
an
editorial
of group life. Its aureola of right
clubs of the Institute are cooperating
aiding
leaders
did
not
have
any
comment
direct,
unequivocal
in
its
to make this dance a success. Let's
eousness will permit it to urge
compunctions
about
throwing
mud
criticism
of
the
commentator's
make the Ukrainian representation a.
abandonment of the concrete for
in
public
and
thus
undermined
the
opinions.
This
characterizes
a
good one.
*
- 229-'
the promise of a hardly adequate
faith
of
the
general
mass
in
its
free
impartial
publication—impar
substitute.
officers and organizations.
tial in the presentation of opinion
CARTERET, N. J. "'
but with definite ideals, principles,
Looking Back
Query: Is youth setting itself
Eighth Anniversary BANQUET and.
and
convictions.
In
the
face
of
such
DANCE
given
by the Ukrainian Social
to
emulatje'
this
regrettable
phase
Since the youth movement did
principles and methods of foster
Club on Sunday, October 24tb, 1937,
of the older generation life?
not "just grow," let us look back
ing the organization of youth, we
at the German Hall, on Roosevelt Ave.
Ukrainian youth in America is
over the road already travelled to
have just recently seen a marked
Commencing at 6:00 P. M. Dancing to
at the cross-roads of its organiza
better see what influences were
tendenby on the part of some of
tional life. Which r o a d ' will it • the tunes of Mailc's Dance Orchestra
instrumental in giving us what
of
Passaic. — Admission. -So e —.
our youth to accuse as partisan,
choose ? •
we have today. Youth did not
Entertainment galore: Come aiul help;vindictive and generally evil this
organize spontaneously. There was
WALTER BUKATA, " us celebrate and renew' The old'
mainstay of organized Ukrainian
a distinct and dismal lack of youth
acquaintances.
Elizabeth, N. J.

The State of Our Youth
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